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Background: Comprehensive genetic analysis yields in a higher diagnostic rate but also in a higher number 
of secondary findings (SF). American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics (ACMG) published a 
list of 59 actionable genes for which disease causing sequence variants are recommended to be reported 
as SF including 27 genes linked to inherited cardiovascular disease (CVD) such as arrhythmia syndromes, 
cardiomyopathies and vascular and connective tissue disorders. One of the selected conditions represented 
in the actionable gene list is the arrhythmogenic right ventricle cardiomyopathy (ARVC), an inherited 
heart muscle disease with a particularly high risk of sudden cardiac death (SCD). Since clinical symptoms 
are frequently absent before SCD, a genetic finding is a promising option for early diagnosis and possible 
intervention. However, the variant interpretation and the decision to return a SF is still challenging. 
Methods: To determine the frequency of medically actionable SF linked to CVD we analyzed data of 6,605 
individuals who underwent high throughput sequencing for noncardiac diagnostic requests. In particular, we 
critically assessed and classified the variants in the ARVC genes: DSC2, DSG2, DSP, PKP2 and TMEM43 
and compared our findings with the population-based genome Aggregation Database (gnomAD) and ARVC-
afflicted individuals listed in ClinVar and ARVC database.
Results: 1% (69/6,605) of tested individuals carried pathogenic SF in one of the 27 genes linked to CVD, 
of them 13 individuals (0.2%) carried a pathogenic SF in a ARVC gene. Overall, 582 rare variants were 
identified in all five ARVC genes, 96% of the variants were missense variants and 4% putative LoF variants 
(pLoF): frameshift, start/stop-gain/loss, splice-site. Finally, we selected 13 of the 24 pLoF variants as 
pathogenic SF by careful data interpretation. 
Conclusions: Since SF in actionable ARVC genes can allow early detection and prevention of disease and 
SCD, detected variant must undergo rigorous clinical and laboratory evaluation before it can be described as 
pathogenic and returned to patients. Returning a SF to a patient should be interdisciplinary, it needs genetic 
counselling and clinicians experienced in inherited heart disease.
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Introduction

The rapid evolution and widespread use of high throughput 
sequencing in clinical laboratories has allowed an incredible 
progress in the genetic diagnostics of several inherited 
disorders. However, the new technologies have brought 
new challenges. Like any test or procedure, comprehensive 
sequencing analyses are able to detect findings for 
conditions beside the primary diagnostic request. These 
findings are so-called secondary findings (SF), variants in 
genes not directly related to the primary clinical diagnosis. 
The American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics 
(ACMG) has recommended the report of SF in 59 clinically 
actionable genes (ACMG v2.0) (1,2), including 27 genes 
linked to cardiovascular phenotypes such as Marfan's 
syndrome (MFS), vascular Ehlers-Danlos syndrome (EDS 
type IV), Loeys-Dietz syndrome (LDS), familial thoracic 
aortic aneurysm/dissection (fTAAD), catecholaminergic 
polymorphic ventricular tachycardia (CPVT), long QT 
syndrome (LQTS), Brugada syndrome (BrS), Fabry's 
disease, familial hypertrophic and dilated cardiomyopathy 
(HCM, and DCM), left ventricle non-compaction 
cardiomyopathy (LVNC) and arrhythmogenic right 
ventricular cardiomyopathy (ARVC). Since the hereditary 
conditions related to the actionable genes show incomplete 
penetrance and variable expressivity, it is possible that 
individuals with pathogenic variants in these genes will 
never develop symptoms. Considerable literature discusses 
the utility and ethics of reporting SF (3,4). Some have argued 
that SF in diagnostic sequencing should not be reported at 
all until there is strong evidence of benefit, while others have 
advocated that variations all disease-associated genes could 
be medically useful and should be reported (5). The ACMG 
appointed a Working Group on SF in comprehensive 
NGS analyses to make recommendations dealing with 
the management of SF (6). Depending on the gene, the 
SF Group recommends that laboratories report only the 
types of variants within the actionable genes that have been 
previously reported as disease causing (known pathogenic, 
KP) and variants that are previously unreported but are of 
the type which is expected to cause the disorder (expected 
pathogenic, EP) (6). 

One of the selected condition represented in the ACMG 
actionable gene list is ARVC, a rare inherited heart-
muscle disorder (typically autosomal-dominant) that causes 
progressive fibro‐fatty replacement of (mainly) the right 
ventricular myocardium, predisposing affected individuals 
to ventricular arrhythmia and SCD (7,8). Because of the 

clinical and genetic heterogeneity of ARCV, SCD may 
be the first clinical manifestation, clinical management of 
asymptomatic individuals with variants in ARVC genes 
is challenging. The prevalence of ARVC is estimated to 
be 1:1,000–1:1,250 (9-11) in the general population, and 
accounts for up to 22% of SCD cases among young adults 
(<35 years ) and athletes (12-15). 

The diagnosis is based on the revised 2010 Task Force 
Criteria (16), and is a combination of major and minor 
criteria from different areas including right ventricle 
function and structure, electrocardiogram (ECG) findings 
as well as genetic or familial background. Different from 
all other forms of cardiomyopathy, the Task Force Criteria 
for ARVC include the presence of a pathogenic variant in 
ARVC-related genes as a major criterion to establish the 
diagnosis (16). Variants in desmosomal genes accounting 
for 40–50% of cases (17). The majority of the detected 
causal variants being located in PKP2 (45–73% of all 
causal variants) which encodes Plakophilin-2 (18). Other 
desmosomal genes include DSC2 (Desmocollin-2) (19), 
DSG2 (Desmoglein-2) (20), DSP (Desmoplakin) (21) and 
JUP (Junction-Plakoglobin) (22), which cause the disease 
mainly in the autosomal-dominant mode, apart for JUP, 
which causes ARVC in an autosomal recessive mode. For 
DSP, DSC2 and more recently DSG2 autosomal-recessive 
ARVC cases have been rarely described (23,24). Several 
non-desmosomal genes have also been casually implicated 
in ARVC pathogenesis, including variants in TMEM43 (25) 
(encoding for the transmembrane protein TMEM43) and 
PLN (phospholamban) (26). The ACMG recommended the 
return of pathogenic variants in five of these ARVC genes: 
DSC2, DSG2, DSP, PKP2 and TMEM43. Importantly, 
variants are less likely to be classified as pathogenic in the 
absence of clinical symptoms or family history, whereas 
they are more likely pathogenic in a symptomatic individual 
(27,28). However, there are limited data on the frequency 
of such pathogenic variants, and a standardized level of 
evidence for pathogenicity assessment of these variants has 
not been defined. 

No causal therapy is available for ARVC, so that the 
focus of current management is on early identification of 
asymptomatic patients at risk through molecular diagnostic 
and clinical cascade screening of family members, optimal 
SCD risk stratification, and timely initiation of preventative 
therapies to avoid disease progression. Several studies 
emphasized the challenge of managing SF in ARVC-related 
genes (27,29,30). A high frequency of pathogenic variants 
in genes associated with ARVC in population-based control 
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cohorts indicate that a proportion of putative ARVC-
causing variants may be inaccurately classified (29). 

Here, we examined the frequency of SF in genes linked 
to inherited CVD in 6605 individuals, who underwent 
genetic testing for noncardiac reason and no documented 
incidence of CVD. In particular, we focused on the 
pathogenicity assessment of the identified variants in 
actionable ARVC genes. We present the following article in 
accordance with the MDAR reporting checklist (available at 
http://dx.doi.org/cdt-20-585).

Method

Patient cohort

6605 NGS data were analysed for variants in selected 
actionable genes of the ACMG secondary findings (SF) 
v2.0 list (1,2). All individuals underwent genetic testing 
for noncardiac reason and no documented incidence of 
CVD. According to the German data protection and gene 
diagnostic law, we reported the pathogenic variants in 
actionable genes listed by ACMG (1). Variants of unknown 
significance (VUS), whose involvement in disease at the 
current time was unclear, were not reported. The study was 
conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki (as 
revised in 2013). The study was approved by local institutions 
(2019-091). Informed consent was taken from all the patients. 

Gene list for screening of secondary findings 

NGS data were analysed for variants in actionable genes of 
the ACMG SF v2.0 list (1,2) associated with CVD including 
EDS type IV, LDS, MFS, fTAAD, HCM, DCM, LVNC, 
ARVC, Fabry's disease, CPVT, LQTS and BrS. The list 
of the selected genes includes: ACTA2 (NM_001613.2), 
ACTC1 (NM_005159.4) ,  COL3A1 (NM_000090.3) , 
D S C 2  ( N M _ 0 0 4 9 4 9 . 4 ) ,  D S G 2  ( N M _ 0 0 1 9 4 3 . 4 ) , 
DSP (NM_004415 .3) ,  FBN1 (NM_000138 .4) ,  GLA 
(NM_000169 .2) ,  KCNH2 (NM_000238 .3) ,  KCNQ1 
(NM_000218 .2) ,  LMNA (NM_005572 .3) ,  MYBPC3 
(NM_000256 .3) ,  MYH11 (NM_002474 .2) ,  MYH7 
(NM_000257 .3 ) ,  MYL2  (NM_000432 .3 ) ,  MYL3 
(NM_000258.2), PKP2 (NM_004572.3, NG_009000.1), 
PRKAG2 (NM_016203.3), RYR2 (NM_001035.2), SCN5A 
(NM_198056.2), SMAD3 (NM_005902.3), TGFBR1 
(NM_004612.3), TGFBR2 (NM_001024847.2), TMEM43 
(NM_024334 .2) ,  TNNI3 (NM_000363 .4) ,  TNNT2 
(NM_001001430.2), TPM1 (NM_001018005.1).  

High throughput sequencing and bioinformatics pipeline

Next-generation sequencing (NGS) analysis of a custom 
capture kit (Agilent SureSelectXT) was carried out on an 
Illumina NextSeq 500 system (Illumina, San Diego, CA) 
as 150 bp paired-end sequencing runs using v2.0 SBS 
chemistry. Sequencing reads were aligned to the human 
reference genome (GRCh37/hg19) using BWA (v0.7. 13-
r1126) with standard parameters. SNV, CNV and INDEL 
calling on the genes was conducted using the varvis software 
platform (varvis™, Limbus Technologies) with subsequent 
coverage and quality dependent filter steps. 

Nomenclature, interpretation and classification of genetic 
variants

The nomenclature guidelines of the Human Genome 
Variation Society (HGVS) were used to annotate DNA 
sequence variants (31). The functional consequence of 
missense variants was interpreted with the amino acid 
(AA) substitution effect prediction methods SIFT (Sorting 
Invariant from Tolerated), PolyPhen-2, Mutation Taster 
and MAPP. Splice-sites were predicted with MES and 
SSF. Population databases were used to assess the allele 
frequencies of the variants: Database of all known Single 
Nucleotide Polymorphisms (dbSNP153, https://www.ncbi.
nlm.nih.gov/snp/) and Genome Aggregation Database 
(gnomAD v2.2.1, http://gnomad.broadinstitute.org). 
GnomAD contains variants from whole-genome sequencing 
(WGS) of 71,702 samples from several large-scale projects 
of various disease-specific and population genetic studies. 

The identified variants were classified according to the 
ACMG guidelines with the 5-tier classification system: class 
5 (pathogenic), class 4 (likely pathogenic), class 3 (variants 
of unknown significance, VUS), class 2 (likely benign) and 
class 1 (benign) (32). Variants classified as likely pathogenic 
(class 4) or pathogenic (class 5) are named uniformly as 
pathogenic in the following study. Variant classification was 
compared by common databases such as ClinVar, LOVD 
and ARVC genetic variants database. ClinVar (https://
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/clinvar/) is a freely accessible, 
public archive of reports of the relationship among human 
variations and phenotypes, with supporting evidence (33). 
The ARVC database is a freely available collection of 
variants associated with ARVC and can be accessed via the 
link http://www.arvcdatabase.info/ (34). LOVD (Leiden 
Open (source) Variation Database is also a free, open source 
database (https://www.lovd.nl/).

http://www.arvcdatabase.info/
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Data availability statement

The variants in actionable ARVC genes are available at https://
databases.lovd.nl/shared/variants/DSC2, https://databases.
lovd.nl/shared/variants/DSG2, https://databases.lovd.nl/
shared/variants/DSP, https://databases.lovd.nl/shared/variants/
PKP2, https://databases.lovd.nl/shared/variants/TMEM43 

Results

In 1% of 6,605 next-generation sequencing analyses 
pathogenic secondary findings associated with inherited 
heart or vascular disease were identified

We analyzed NGS data of 6,605 individuals (unrelated 

to CVD) for pathogenic variants in one of the selected 
27 actionable genes associated with CVD of the ACMG 
v2.0 list. 1% (69 of 6,605) of these individuals were 
found to harbor a pathogenic variant in one of the genes. 
We identified 30 pathogenic variants in genes causing 
arrhythmia syndromes (LQTS, BrS, CPVT), 22 pathogenic 
variants in genes associated with cardiomyopathies (HCM, 
DCM, LVNC), 13 pathogenic variants in genes causing 
ARVC, three pathogenic variants in COL3A1 associated 
with EDS type 4, one pathogenic variant in SMAD3 
associated with LDS type 3. No pathogenic variant was 
present in FBN1, associated with MFS, none in GLA 
associated with Fabry’s disease and none in genes associated 
with fTAAD. Overall, 94% (65/69) of all pathogenic SF 
were linked to cardiomyopathies or arrhythmia syndromes 
and 6% (4/69) of all SF were detected in genes linked to 
vascular and connective tissue disease such vascular EDS 
and LDS type 3 (Figure 1).

Gene-specific interpretation of secondary findings in 
PKP2, DSC2, DSG2, DSP and TMEM43 

ARVC is the most common cause of life-threatening 
arrhythmias and SCD in young adults and athletes (12,35). 
The presence of a pathogenic variant is a major criterion to 
establish diagnosis (16). We therefore focused on the filtering 
procedure and interpretation of variants in the ARVC-
associated genes: PKP2, DSC2, DSG2, DSP and TMEM43 
(Figure 2). In a first filter step (MAF <0.01, variants in exons 
+/- 10bp) we identified a mean value of 1,084 variants in all 
five ARVC genes (Figure 2). Next, all variants that have been 
classified as benign or likely benign (class 1 and 2 according 
to ACMG) in common databases and all silent and non-
coding variants (> +/- 2bp from exon) were filtered out. 
After this filtering step we ended up with 582 variants (class 
3, 4 and 5) including 558 (96%) missense variants and 24 
(4%) putative loss of function (pLoF) variants (stop-gain, 
start-loss, splice and frameshift variants) (Figure 2). From all 
rare variants identified, 13 pLoF variants were selected for 
return as pathogenic actionable SF but none of the missense 
variants could be classified as pathogenic and therefore were 
not returned to the patients. The decision was made based 
on the known pathogenicity mechanism of disease where 
haploinsufficiency is essential for disease manifestation, 
multiple lines of computational evidence (conservation, 
evolutionary, splicing impact, etc.) and the listing of variants 
as pathogenic by multiple submitters in different databases 
(ClinVar, ARVC, LOVD) (Figure 2). 

EDS/MFS 
LDS
(4)

CPVT/LQTS/BrS
(30)

HCM/DCM/LVNC/
ARVC
(35)

Figure 1 Frequency of secondary findings linked to inherited 
heart, vascular and connective tissue disorders in 6,605 individuals. 
To determine the frequency of medically actionable secondary 
findings (SF) we analyzed data of 6,605 individuals who underwent 
genetic testing for noncardiac diagnostic requests. Overall, 30 
pathogenic variants were identified in genes associated with 
inherited arrhythmia syndromes, including catecholaminergic 
polymorphic ventricular tachycardia (CPVT), long QT syndrome 
(LQTS) and Brugada syndrome (BrS). 35 pathogenic variants 
were identified in genes associated with cardiomyopathies such 
as familial hypertrophic and dilated cardiomyopathy (HCM, and 
DCM), left ventricle non-compaction cardiomyopathy (LVNC) 
and arrhythmogenic right ventricular cardiomyopathy (ARVC). 
Four pathogenic variants were detected in genes linked to the 
vascular and connective tissue disorders: Ehlers Danlos syndrome 
(EDS) type 4 and Marfan´s syndrome (MFS). 

https://databases.lovd.nl/shared/variants/DSC2
https://databases.lovd.nl/shared/variants/DSC2
https://databases.lovd.nl/shared/variants/DSP
https://databases.lovd.nl/shared/variants/DSP
https://databases.lovd.nl/shared/variants/PKP2
https://databases.lovd.nl/shared/variants/PKP2
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Eight of the 24 pLoF variants have been previously 
reported to cause ARVC (known pathogenic, KP), 16 of 
the variants have not been described before. Five of the 
novel variants are expected to cause ARVC (EP) and eleven 
variants are of unknown significance (VUS) causing ARVC 
(Table S1). We classified the variants according to the 
specified ACMG/AMP recommendations for interpreting 
the loss of function PVS1 variant criterion (36) (Table S1). 

We identified three pLoF in DSP  that have not 
been described before. The variant [c.7745_7746del 
p.(Phe2582*)] is located in the last exon of DSP, 871 bp 
upstream of the stop codon, with other known pathogenic 
variants located downstream, assuming that nonsense 
mediated decay (NMD) is not predicted to occur. This 
variant probably results in a stable mRNA, which is not 
prone to NMD and directs the synthesis of a C-terminally 
truncated polypeptides, destroying the plectin repeat 
of DSP, a region critically for protein function which 
may result in ARVC. Therefore this variant is expected 
to be pathogenic (EP, class 4). The two other identified 
nonsense variants [c.8451C>A p.(Tyr2817*); c.8494G>T 
p.(Gly2832*)] are also located in the last exon of DSP, but 
downstream of the most 3′ truncating known pathogenic 
variant and downstream of the plectin region. Therefore 

both variants were classified as class 3 (VUS) and were not 
reported as actionable SF (Table S1). 

In DSC2 we found four truncating variants: one start-
loss [c.2T>A, (p.?)], two stop-gain [c.34G>T p.(Gly12*); 
c.1777G>T p.(Glu593*)] and one frameshift variant 
[c.2530_2531del p.(Leu844Aspfs*2)]. All variants have 
not been described in a database before. The two stop-
gain variants are expected to be pathogenic (EP), because 
LoF of DSC2 is a known pathomechanism of ARVC. 
Pathogenic stop-gain variants are found in the databases 
up and downstream of the new identified variants. The 
start los variant c.2T>A, (p.?) and the frameshift variant 
c.2530_2531del:p.(Leu844Aspfs*2) could not be classified as 
pathogenic, because in both cases the strength level of PVS1 
must be decreased to moderate (PVS1_moderate) (Table S1). 

In DSG2, we identified three pathogenic truncating 
variants and one truncating variant with unknown 
significance. Two known pathogenic variants (KP), were 
reported in individuals affected with ARVC (37-39): one 
start-loss variant [c.3G>A, (p.?)] and one frameshift variant 
[c.3059_3062del p.(Glu1020Alafs*18)]. One novel expected 
pathogenic stop gain variant c.3025C>T p.(Gln1009*) is 
located in the last exon 332bp upstream of the stop codon, 
which has not been described in the literature before. In 
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Figure 2 Number of identified sequence variants in 6,605 next generation sequencing analyses. 6,605 next-generation sequencing (NGS) 
data were analysed for pathogenic variants in the five selected ARVC (arrhythmogenic right ventricle cardiomyopathy) genes (DSC2, DSG2, 
DSP, PKP2, TMEM43) from the American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics (ACMG) secondary finding (SF) list. In a first filter 
step (MAF <0.01, variants in exons +/- 10 bp) we identified a mean value of 1,084 variants in all five ARVC genes. In a next step all variants 
that have been classified as benign or likely benign (class 1 and 2 according to ACMG) in common databases and all silent and non-coding 
variants (> +/- 2 bp from exon) were filtered out. After this filtering step we ended up with 582 variants (class 3, 4 and 5) including 558 (96%) 
missense variants and 24 (4%) putative loss-of function (pLOF) variants (stop gain, start loss, splice variants, frameshift). 

https://cdn.amegroups.cn/static/public/CDT-2020-ACHD-05-supplementary.pdf
https://cdn.amegroups.cn/static/public/CDT-2020-ACHD-05-supplementary.pdf
https://cdn.amegroups.cn/static/public/CDT-2020-ACHD-05-supplementary.pdf
https://cdn.amegroups.cn/static/public/CDT-2020-ACHD-05-supplementary.pdf
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this case, pathogenic variants downstream of the new stop 
codon supports the biological relevance of the missing 
C terminal region. The stop-gain variant of unknown 
significance [c.3340C>T p.(Gln1114*)] is located at the end 
of the last exon only 11 bp upstream of the stop codon. No 
pathogenic stop variant has been published downstream of 
this variant, therefore the missing three C-terminal amino 
acids in the resulting protein are probably not critical for 
protein function. Therefore the variant could not classified 
as pathogenic (Table S1).

In PKP2 we identified two splice variants c.2146-1G>C 
and c.1378+1G>C, one stop-gain variant [c.1138G>T 
p.(Glu380*)] and two frameshift variants [c.1211dup 
p.(Val406Serfs*4); c.1664del p.(Phe555Serfs*8)]. All variants 
have been reported in individuals affected with ARVC in the 
literature. One variant with a predicted moderate change 
at the splice donor site 1 bp downstream, located in exon 1 
could not be classified as pathogenic (Table S1).

In TMEM43, no pLoF variant and no missense variant 
was classified as pathogenic in our cohort. TMEM43 is a 
gene, were LoF is not a known mechanism of disease. No 
pathogenic missense variant could be identified in this gene.

Identification of the variant type in ARVC cases 

To interpret gene-specific findings, we asked for the variant 

types identified in ARVC patients in DSC2, DSG2, DSP, 
PKP2 and TMEM43. Therefore we evaluated pathogenic 
variants listed in the ClinVar and the ARVC database  
(Figure 3). Overall, 700 variants (class 3, 4 and 5), including 
63% missense and 37% pLoF variants were listed in the 
ARVC database. 29% of the missense variants and 89% 
of the pLoF variants were classified as pathogenic in all 
five ARVC genes (Figure 3A). 83% of the pLoF variants 
were classified as pathogenic in DSC2, 82% in DSG2, 80% 
in DSP and 97% in PKP2 (Figure 3A). In TMEM43 only 
two splice variants (one pathogenic and one VUS) and no 
truncating variant was listed in the ARVC database. 

In ClinVar, 2178 variants (class 3, 4 and 5), including 
78% missense and 22% pLoF variants were listed. 3% of 
the missense variants and 90% of the pLoF were classified as 
pathogenic in all five ARVC genes (Figure 3B). 74% of the 
pLoF variants listed in DSC2, 80% in DSG2, 96% in DSP 
and 96% in PKP2 (Figure 3B). In ClinVar, 14 pLoF variants 
were listed in TMEM43, none of these variants were classified 
as pathogenic for ARVC (one pLoF located in the last exon 
was found once in a patient with cardiomyopathy), also 
indicating that LoF is not a pathomechanism in TMEM43-
associated ARVC. But the overall prevalence of variants in 
this gene is very low (Figure 3B). 

Finally, we searched in the population database gnomAD, 
for all identified variants in the five ARVC genes. Overall, 

Figure 3 Variant types in the ARVC-associated genes: DSC2, DSG2, DSP, PKP2 and TMEM43. We evaluated the variant type of all 
variants in ARVC (arrhythmogenic right ventricle cardiomyopathy)-associated genes: DSC2 (blue), DSG2 (grey), DSP (yellow), PKP2 
(red), TMEM43 (green) listed in the database ClinVar and ARVC. (A) In ARVC, 700 variants (variants of unknown significance (VUS) and 
pathogenic variants (path)), including 439 (63%) missense and 261 (37%) putative loss of function (pLoF) variants were listed. 29% (125/439) 
of the missense variants and 89% (233/261) of the pLoF variants were classified as pathogenic in all five ARVC genes. In DSC2, DSG2, DSP 
and PKP2 90% (80–97%) of the pLoF variants were classified as pathogenic in ARVC database. In TMEM43 only two splice variants (one 
pathogenic and one VUS) and no truncating variant was listed in the ARVC database. (B) In ClinVar, 2,178 variants (VUS, path), including 
1,701 (78,1%) missense and 477 (22%) pLoF variants were listed. 3% (53/1,701) of the missense variants and 90% (428/477) of the pLoF 
were classified as pathogenic in all five ARVC genes. 92% (74–96%) of the pLOF variants listed in DSC2, DSG2, DSP and PKP2 were 
classified as pathogenic in ClinVar. 14 LoF variants were listed in TMEM43 in ClinVar. Pathogenic variants = class 4 and 5; VUS = class 3 
according to ACMG.
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https://cdn.amegroups.cn/static/public/CDT-2020-ACHD-05-supplementary.pdf
https://cdn.amegroups.cn/static/public/CDT-2020-ACHD-05-supplementary.pdf
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8,050 variants were listed in gnomAD. 45% of the variants 
were documented as missense variants and 3% (2–5%) as 
pLoF variants, 52% of the variants were intronic variants  
(> +/-10bp from exon) and silent variants (Data not shown). 

Discussion

Here, we determined the frequency of medically actionable 
SF in genes linked to CVD and highlight the challenge 
evaluating new variants in actionable ARVC genes in non 
affected patients, by analyzing sequencing data of 6,605 
individuals who underwent genetic testing for noncardiac 
diagnostic request. Overall, 69 of 6,605 (1%) individuals 
carried pathogenic SF in one of the 27 actionable genes 
from the ACMG SF v2.0 list associated to CVD. Of them, 
0,2% of 6,605 individuals carried a pathogenic variant in 
one of the five actionable ARVC genes (DSC2, DSG2, DSP, 
PKP2 and TMEM43). 9% (582) of 6,605 individuals carried 
a rare variant in one of the ARVC genes. From all rare 
variants identified, 96% (558/582) were missense variants 
and 4% (24/582) putative LoF (pLoF) variants. 

Due to the fact that ARVC is associated with a high risk 
of SCD, decision to return an actionable genetic finding for 
ARVC has particular challenges. The SF Working Group 
recommends the return of known pathogenic (KP) and 
expected pathogenic (EP) variants in PKP2, DSP, DSC2 
and DSG2. Importantly, for TMEM43 only KP variants are 
recommended to be returned as SF (6). 

Since EP variants are of the type which is expected to 
cause the disorder, we evaluated the predominant variant 
type that is expected to cause ARVC. Therefore, we 
determined the frequency of the variant type in ARVC 
cases listed in ClinVar and ARVC database. In ClinVar, 
90% of the pLoF variants and 3% of the missense variants 
were classified as pathogenic in the five ARVC genes. 
From all variants listed in the ARVC database, 89% of the 
pLoF variants and 28% missense variants were classified 
as pathogenic in all five ARVC genes. The data indicate 
that LoF is probably the predominant pathomechanism 
in ARVC and pLoF variants identified as SF should be 
considered for further evaluation, with the exception of 
TMEM43, were LoF variants have no supportive evidence 
for pathogenicity. Since one-third of all variants listed in 
ARVC database are missense variants, our data further 
highlight the need for a careful interpretation of seemingly 
class 3 (VUS) missense variants detected as SF in ARVC. 
Since our knowledge expands, a system needs to be in 
place for the review of genetic findings and VUS should 

be upgraded to disease-causing or downgraded to benign 
in particular with regard to treatable arrhythmic disorders 
with risk of SCD.

In l ine, with the data from ClinVar and ARVC 
database, a low frequency of pLoF variants was found in 
the population-based database gnomAD. Importantly, 
the constraint score shown in gnomAD (the ratio of the 
observed/expected number of LoF variants in a gene) do 
not per se indicate that ARVC genes are LoF intolerant, 
but this is in the expected range since ARVC penetrance is 
reduced. 

In our study, we identified 24 (0.4%) pLoF variants in 
6,605 individuals. From all 24 identified pLoF variants, 
eight were KP variants and five were EP variants. From 
all rare variants identified in TMEM43 in our cohort, 
neither missense nor pLoF variants, have been classified 
as pathogenic. Most of the pathogenic variants listed in 
TMEM43 were missense variants. In particular the missense 
variant, c.1073C>T p.(Ser358Leu) in TMEM43, has been 
genetically identified to cause ARVC type 5, a fully penetrant, 
lethal arrhythmic disorder. This founder mutation is located 
in a highly conserved transmembrane domain of TMEM43 
and was first identified in families in Newfoundland by 
Merner et al. (40). These data indicate a critical assessment 
of variants in TMEM43 identified as SF. We suggest that 
only specific variants (KP) in TMEM43 should be listed as 
actionable findings in the recommended SF list. 

Variants predicted to result in LoF have attracted interest 
because of their clinical impact and surprising prevalence 
in healthy individuals. pLoF variants are predicted to 
seriously disrupt the function of human protein coding 
genes and are frequently associated with ARVC. These 
variants include stop-gain, indel frameshift or essential 
splice-site disruption. Haploinsufficiency may arise from a 
LoF in the variant allele, such that it produces little or no 
gene product. Premature termination codon-introducing 
variants cause human genetic diseases, making NMD 
an important modulator of disease outcome. The NMD 
pathway is an mRNA surveillance system that typically 
degrades transcripts containing premature termination 
codons (PTCs) in order to prevent translation of possible 
dominant negative or aberrant transcripts, resulting in a 
predicted LoF variant. Activation of NMD depends on 
the position of the variant. Generally truncating variants 
within the last exon and 50 nt of the penultimate exon as 
well as in the first 200 nt of a transcript (if an additional 
in-frame ATG is present) may escape NMD and possibly 
yield a stable mRNA that directs the synthesis of truncated 
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polypeptides (41) that may result in disease due to gain-of-
function effects. 

pLoF variants of different genes were curated by 
disease-specific working groups. The NIH-funded Clinical 
Genome Resource (ClinGen) established the Sequence 
Variant Interpretation (SVI) working group (https://www.
clinicalgenome.org/working-groups/sequence-variant-
interpretation/) to refine and evolve the ACMG rules for 
accurate and consistent clinical application. The ClinGen 
dosage sensitivity curation process collects evidence 
supporting the haploinsufficiency and triplosensitivity of 
genes and genomic regions. The ClinGen haploinsufficiency 
scores (score 1–3) for an individual gene may be used to 
guide the clinical interpretation of deletions involving a 
particular gene (ClinGen Dosage Sensitivity Map). 

Since pLoF variants have a high probability of disease 
association (42) a study by Haggerty and co-workers 
evaluated a genotype-phenotype association in a large 
unselected cohort (30,716 individuals) with identified pLoF 
variants by electronic health record (EHR) (43). The study 
showed that eighteen subjects had pLoF variants and none 
of them had an EHR diagnosis of ARVC. Of 14 patients 
with an ECG, one had a minor diagnostic criterion of 
ARVC (Task Force criteria), the remaining were normal. 
Those data indicate that, in unselected individuals with 
an actionable SF, genetic penetrance may be lower than 
expected (40–60%) from familial studies (44-46). 

Haedrick and colleagues (30) evaluated SF in ARVC 
genes in children who underwent WES testing for 
noncardiac disease. The study reported that rare variants 
associated with ARVC occurred in 14% of the WES cohort. 
The vast majority of variants within the WES cohort were 
missense variants (83.7%). A higher frequency of high 
impact variants were found in ARVC cases. Review of 
clinical data available on WES referrals demonstrated none 
with evidence of ARVC among variant-positive individuals. 
Data further highlight the need for a careful interpretation 
of missense variants detected as SF in ARVC. Nevertheless, 
the study could not exclude that some of the retrospectively 
reviewed children my yet develop ARVC. Since ARVC 
exhibits an age-dependent penetrance, with symptoms and 
diagnostic criteria developing with time (46), a lifelong 
follow-up is needed. Quarta et al. (47) reported that the 
cumulative prevalence of ARVC is essentially flat after  
60 years of age.

Interpretation of SF in ARVC-related genes becomes 
even more challenging since also digenic, homozygous, and 
compound heterozygous inheritance has been discussed 

(42,48,49) which might be associated with a more severe 
disease course and with a higher incidence and earlier 
onset of sustained arrhythmia and an increased risk of  
SCD (44,49). 

In our study none of the individuals carried more than 
one pathogenic variant associated with ARVC. While 
compound or digenic heterozygosity clearly plays an 
important role in explaining the incomplete penetrance 
and variable expressivity of ARVC, we believe that the type 
and location of the variant might be similarly important. 
Moreover, the full phenotypic spectrum of variants 
in desmosomal genes has not completely understood. 
Pathogenic missense variants in PKP2 have been published 
in patients with BrS (50) and CPVT (51) variants in DSP 
have also been observed in patients with DCM. 

One of the diagnostic challenges with ARVC is the lack 
of sensitive techniques to reflect a subclinical or concealed 
phase of ARVC. New diagnostic innovations are needed for 
early detection in genotype-positive/phenotype-negative 
cases. Perrin et al. (52) determined if exercise treadmill 
testing (ETT) could expose a latent substrate of ARVC 
in asymptomatic carriers. Exercise-induced abnormalities 
during ETT were initially compared in 60 subjects  
(30 asymptomatic carriers of pathogenic variants in ARVC 
genes and 30 healthy controls). Results show that exercise 
testing exposes a latent electrical substrate (depolarization 
abnormalities during ETT) in asymptomatic carriers that 
is shared by ARVC patients with histories of ventricular 
arrhythmia (VA). This data indicates that, ETT may be 
useful in guiding treatment decisions, exercise prescription, 
and prioritizing medical surveillance in asymptomatic 
carriers. 

After diagnosis, therapeutic options for ARVC patients 
consist of pharmacological treatment (e.g., antiarrhythmics 
or beta-blockers), implantable cardioverter defibrillator 
(ICD) placement,  catheter  ablat ion and l i festyle 
modifications. Corrado et al. published a comprehensive 
description of guidelines and recommendations for 
treatment (53). In ARVC there is the unique opportunity 
to reduce the likelihood of developing ARVC through 
lifestyle modification. Exercise has a well-established 
role in the pathogenesis of ARVC, and recognition of a 
desmosomal gene variant can help to determine optimal 
recommendations (54). Recent studies have shown a link 
between frequent physical activity and VA, heart failure 
and transplant, lifestyle modification through avoidance of 
endurance exercise is recommended (27,54,55). 

There is a wide range of opinions about SF in clinical 
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sequencing and how they should be managed. On one 
side patients have the right to be informed about possible 
risks. On the other side there is insufficient evidence about 
the penetrance of most pathogenic variants in the general 
population and return of SF creates the psychological 
burden of being a “patient in waiting” (56). 

Whenever clinical sequencing is ordered, the ordering 
clinician should discuss with the patient the possibility of 
identifying SF. The informed consent process for clinical 
sequencing should follow the forthcoming guideline from 
the ACMG. In particular, the return of SF to parents of 
minor children who undergo clinical sequencing presents 
difficult issues. The Working Group recommended that 
recommendations for seeking and reporting SF not be 
limited by the age of the person being sequenced (6). 
To withhold SF is to state that the child’s right not to 
know supersedes the parent’s opportunity to discover a 
life-threatening risk factor (6). Patients have the right 
to decline clinical sequencing if they judge the risks of 

possible discovery of SF to outweigh the benefits of testing. 
It is the responsibility of the ordering team to provide 
comprehensive pre- and post-test counseling to the patient 
and clinician should also provide medical follow-up as 
described in the prior ACMG policy statement on Clinical 
Application of Genomic Sequencing (57). Given the 
complexity of genomic information, the clinical geneticist 
should be consulted at the appropriate time that may 
include ordering interpreting, and communicating genomic 
testing (28,58). 

We  w o u l d  r e c o m m e n d  c o l l a b o r a t i o n  a n d 
multidisciplinary team (MDT) meetings with a collective 
statement before reporting a SF. If decided to return a SF 
to patient, an effective management by a MDT approach, 
in cooperating expertise in inherited heart disease should 
be offered (Figure 4). The clinical specialist decides which 
medical follow-up (e.g., 12-lead ECG, 24-hour Holter 
monitor, ETT, cardiac imaging) should be provided. Since 
research on genetics is rapidly advancing, the genetic 

Figure 4 Managing actionable secondary findings in ARVC genes. The genetic specialist should be consulted at the appropriate time that 
may include identification of the appropriate tests to order, consideration of the family history, variant interpretation and communicating 
genomic test results with the clinical specialist. The ordering clinician should discuss with the patient the possibility of identifying secondary 
findings (SF = pathogenic variants in actionable genes recommended by the ACMG (American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics). 
If decided to return a SF in genes linked to ARVC (arrhythmogenic right ventricle cardiomyopathy) to patient, an effective management 
by a multidisciplinary team approach, in cooperating expertise in inherited heart disease and genetic counseling should be provided. The 
clinician decides which medical follow-up [12-lead electrocardiogram (ECG), 24-hour Holter monitor, exercise tolerance test (ETT) cardiac 
imaging)] should be provided and communicates the results with the clinical geneticist. The genetic specialist offers genetic consultation on 
a regular interval including re-evaluation of the genetic test result and an update of the anamnesis, in particular the family history regarding 
sudden cardiac death (SCD), arrhythmia and cardiomyopathy (CM). 
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specialist should be consulted on a regular interval, to 
critically assess SF in a context of clinical manifestation. 

Conclusions

Our data highlight the importance of a careful variant 
interpretation in actionable genes recommended for return 
as SF. The vast majority of true pathogenic SF in ARVC 
genes is rare. Each variant must undergo rigorous clinical 
and laboratory evaluation before it can be described as 
pathogenic and returned to patients. Variants of uncertain 
clinical significance should not be returned as SF to patient. 
Gene-specific interpretation of SF in ARVC-related genes 
by expert disease-specific knowledge has a great impact to 
provide diagnosis and subsequently prevention of SCD. 
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Supplementary

Table S1 List of criteria for variant classification of the identified putative loss of function variants

Gene NM_number Variant Variant type
Evidence of pathogenicity 
(ACMG)

Classification 
(ACMG)

KP/EP
Decision to 
return as SF

DSP NM_004415.3 c.5327_5330del 
(p.Glu1776Glyfs*4)

Frameshift PVS1, PM2 4 KP Yes

c.7745_7746del (p.Phe2582*) Frameshift PVS1_strong, PM2 4 EP Yes

c.8451C>A (p.Tyr2817*) Stop_gain PVS1_moderate, PM2 3 – No

c.8494G>T (p.Gly2832*) Stop_gain PVS1_moderate, PM2 3 – No

c.2323C>T (p.Gln775*) Stop_gain PVS1, PM2 4 KP Yes

DSC2 NM_004949.4 c.2530_2531del 
(p.Leu844Aspfs*2)

Frameshift PVS1_moderate, PM2 3 – No

c.2T>A Start_lost PVS1_moderate, PM2 3 – No

c.34G>T (p.Gly12*) Stop_gain PVS1, PM2 4 EP Yes

c.1777G>T (p.Glu593*) Stop_gain PVS1, PM2 4 EP Yes

DSG2 NM_001943.4 
NG_007072.3

c.3059_3062del 
(p.Glu1020Alafs*18)

Frameshift PVS1, PP1, PS4_moderate 5 KP Yes

c.3G>A Start_lost PVS1_strong, PM2, PP1 5 KP Yes

c.3025C>T (p.Gln1009*) Stop_gain PVS1_strong, PM2 4 EP Yes

c.3340C>T (p.Gln1114*) Stop_gain PVS1-moderate, PM2 3 – No

PKP2 NM_004572.3 
NG_009000.1

c.1211dup (p.Val406Serfs*4) Frameshift PVS1, PM2, PP1 5 KP Yes

c.1664del (p.Phe555Serfs*8) Frameshift PVS1, PM2, PP1 5 EP Yes

c.2146-1G>C Splice PVS1, PS3, PM2, PP1 5 KP Yes

c.1378+1G>C Splice PVS1, PS4_supporting, PM2 5 KP Yes

c.223G>A (p.Gly75Arg) Splice PM2, PP3 3 – No

c.1138G>T (p.Glu380*) Stop_gain PVS1, PM2 4 KP Yes

TMEM43 NM_024334.2 c.487C>T (p.Arg163*) Stop_gain PP3 3 – No

c.1A>G (p.Met1?) Start_lost PM2, PM4 3 – No

c.1021C>T (p.Arg341*) Stop_gain PM2, PP3 3 – No

c.351dup (p.His118Alafs*11) Frameshift PM2 3 – No

c.1120_1121del 
(p.Leu374Valfs*49)

Frameshift PP3, BS1 3 – No

Table S1 shows the criteria for classifying of the identified 24 putative LoF (loss of function) variants in 6605 next-generation sequencing (NGS) analyses 
in the five actionable arrhythmogenic right ventricle cardiomyopathy (ARVC) genes (DSC2, DSG2, DSP, PKP2, TMEM43). Variant type (frameshift, splice, 
start lost, stop gain), refSeq (Reference Sequence) and variant nomenclature was listed. The variants were classified according to the American College of 
Medical Genetics and Genomics (ACMG) guidelines with the 5-tier classification system: class 5 (pathogenic), class 4 (likely pathogenic), class 3 (variants of 
unknown significance, VUS). Evidence of pathogenicity (combining criteria for classifying) of each variant was shown. PVS1 (pathogenic criterion very strong), 
PM2 (pathogenic criterion moderate), PS3 (pathogenic criterion strong), PP3, PP4 (pathogenic criterion supporting). Evidence of benign impact: BS1 (benign 
strong). Variants within the actionable genes that have been previously reported as a cause of the disorder are listed as known pathogenic (KP) and variants 
that are previously unreported but are of the type which is expected to cause the disorder are listed as expected pathogenic (EP) and only EP/KP are returned 
as actionable secondary finding (SF). 
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